
Radio Frequency Identi�cation- радиочастотной идентификации

RFID is a system allowing automatic identi�cation, therefore a seamless process 
requiring no physical movement other than to be located within the proximity of the 
RFID transponder reader. �e distance where this will work is around 1 metre.

�e Bentley Drivers’ Card, located in the wallet or purse of the vehicles driver is an 
RFID tag. Within the standard Credit Card size unit is an embedded integrated circuit 
which stores prede�ned data, chosen by the owners of the car on their cards. 
�is data allows access to the vehicle, disarming the alarm and immobiliser systems 
and unlocking the doors when the Drivers Card is within 1 metre of the vehicle. �e 
owner does not have to retrieve the card, as that can be an inconvenience if one is 
rushing, or has items such as briefcases, shopping or golf clubs with them. 

�e Drivers Card is a�liated solely to a single vehicle, and is a secure interface, which 
uses high-level data encryption to ensure the security of the system. On the Card are 
the owners desired se�ings for their vehicle- allowing them to simply approach their 
vehicle, step inside, and press the starter bu�on to engage the ignition and once again 
to start the car. By minimising the hassle of the entry process (ge�ing keys from pock-
ets or bags) the Bentley owner can concentrate on the now undiluted driving experi-
ence, with the knowledge that when they step into their car, it is ready to be driven.
�e sense that the Bentley ‘knows’ the driver is in close proximity and unlocks itself is 
one that is very gratifying, as the owner had not had to make a deliberate a�empt to 
use keys, or press bu�ons on a fob.

On the RFID Drivers’ Cards the owner can store their seat position, favourite radio 
station, Bluetooth phone recognition, temperature controls and other driver speci�c 
preferences, as each Drivers Card securely associated with the vehicles transponder 
retrieves these details from the RFID reader- part of the vehicles main ECU. �is 
seamless integration ensures maximum �uidity of the process, again shi�ing the main 
focus of the owner to the driving of their Bentley.

Because the owner has to make no visual a�empt to unlock their car and gain access to 
it like they would with a traditional key fob, the risk of car-jacking in car parks is vastly 
reduced, as the owner can simply walk up to their car safe in the knowledge that their 
Bentley recognises their presence and unlocks itself. On a fuelling station forecourt, 
the car is also secure, as unless the RFID system signal is strong enough (representing 
that the owner is actually si�ing inside the car, rather than close outside it) the engine 
would not start.

Furthermore, the classic ‘lost keys’ scenario is also a thing of the past, as a man or 
woman is rarely without their wallet or purse, where the card is designed to be kept.
If a Drivers’ Card is lost or stolen, only the Bentley dealership can supply new cards, 
and alter the encryption signature with specialist so�ware, further maximising the 
systems security.

Aleksandr Ivanov, as an important Russian business executive is a man with li�le time during his working day.
He o�en carries a briefcase, and is frequently talking on his mobile phone; he is a man without free hands.

With the Drivers’ Card in his wallet, he can now approach his car, open his boot, stow his briefcase, open the near-
side door, get into his desired driving environment knowing all the details are as to his requirements, press the starter 
bu�on and enjoy the Bentley driving experience. 

�e Drivers’ Card- Simplicity.
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